*Of course, the team did make time for play as well!
It takes three years for a new publishing house to find its footing, they say. As we race towards our third anniversary, that makes sense to me.

When I arrived in Saskatchewan, the doors to CPRC Press were closing. We launched University of Regina Press from what was left: a rich backlist and a highly skilled publishing team. But there were too few books in the pipeline—enough for one season.

Fast forward three years and we now have four years of manuscripts filling that pipeline. The rush to turn books around in ten months is over. Yes, we published three national bestsellers and won awards during that period, but it wasn’t easy. That we pulled it off is testament to the hard work and late nights of the publishing team.*

We open this season with Jan Zwicky. As a long-time admirer of University of Pittsburgh Press’s poetry program, I dreamt of starting a poetry list here, but thought, “it will take 20 years before someone like Jan Zwicky would publish with us.”

Dreams come true. Not only did Jan come to us with The Long Walk, but we launch the Oskana Poetry & Poetics series with a stellar poetry board: Roo Borson, Robert Bringhurst, Laurie D. Graham, Louise Bernice Halfe, Tim Lilburn, Randy Lundy, Daniel David Moses, Duane Niatum, Gregory Scofield, Gary Snyder, and Jan Zwicky. With supporters like this, watch out, Pittsburgh!

Another dream realized: Trevor Herriot. I love his writing, and from the moment we launched the press I wanted to publish him. With Towards a Prairie Atonement, Trevor has given us a book that marries environmentalism with the hard task of reconciliation. It’s breathtaking.

There’s more:

- Books 4 and 5 in our Regina Collection of small format, hardcover books appear this season with Eric Koch’s Otto and Daria and Trevor Herriot’s Towards a Prairie Atonement

- Virgin Envy, the second title in The Exquisite Corpse series, also arrives this season

- Watch for upcoming books on Gros Ventre, Dene, and Lakota in our First Nations Language Reader Series

- Launching is the Indigenous Voices in World Cinema book series, edited by Sheila Petty and Carmen Robertson

- Also coming is Jeanette Lynes’s new series, The Obsessive Art: Inside the Writer’s Mind. It will launch with Gail Bowen writing on mysteries.

- A new food series, edited by scholar and bestselling author Sarah Elton (Consumed, Locavore), kicks off early next year with the deliciously titled Speaking in Cod Tongues: A Canadian Culinary Discovery, by Lenore Newman.

- And in recognition of the great Dr. Jo-Ann Episkenew, the press is honoured and humbled to launch The Episkenew Series of Indigenous Thought. Edited by Brenda Macdougall and Robert Innes, the series pays tribute to the mighty contributions made by Jo-Ann—a leader, scholar, writer, board member, mentor, and friend.

Making a mighty contribution is our goal, too.

Bruce Walsh, Publisher
The Long Walk

Jan Zwicky

“The Long Walk carries a lifetime’s force of meaning. A deeply beautiful book.” Anne Michaels

In The Long Walk, Jan Zwicky bears witness to environmental and cultural cataclysm. Both prophetic and acutely personal, these poems extend her previous meditations on colonial barbarism and ecocide, on spiritual catastrophe and transformation. The voice now penetrates the steepest darknesses; it possesses extraordinary reach and density. Zwicky is one of North America's finest poets, and in this book she gives us her most profound work to date.

Winner of the Governor General's Award for poetry and the Dorothy Livesay Prize, Jan Zwicky has published more than a dozen books of poetry and prose, including Songs for Relinquishing the Earth, Forge, and Wisdom & Metaphor.

The Oskana Poetry & Poetics series publishes contemporary poetry and essays on poetry’s cultural role. The series seeks original manuscripts in English from both new and established Canadian authors. It also welcomes works of literature translated from First Nations and other Indigenous North American languages. The requirement of Canadian citizenship does not apply to the authors or translators of such works. The Long Walk is the second title in this series.
Towards a Prairie Atonement
Trevor Herriot

In the wake of colonization, in a landscape of loss and dispossession, can we rediscover ways to share the land with other creatures and one another?

Towards a Prairie Atonement addresses this question by enlisting the help of a Metis Elder and revisiting the history of one corner of the Great Plains.

Set on a prairie remnant seven thousand years old, this book’s lyrical blend of personal narrative, prairie history, imagery, and argument begins with the cause of protecting native grassland on community pastures. As the narrative unfolds, however, Trevor Herriot, the award-winning author of Grass, Sky, Song and River in a Dry Land, finds himself recruited into the work of reconciliation.

Facing his own responsibility as a descendent of settlers, he connects today’s ecological disarray to colonial decisions to remove the Metis and their community land ethic from the prairie. With Indigenous and settler people alienated from one another and from the grassland itself, hope and courage are in short supply. This book proposes an atonement that could again bring people and prairie together.

Trevor Herriot is a prairie naturalist and author of several books, including the national bestseller River in a Dry Land. He and his wife, Karen, live in Regina, Saskatchewan.

Named as a tribute to Saskatchewan’s capital and its rich history of boundary-defying innovation, The Regina Collection builds upon our motto of “a voice for many peoples” with these beautifully packaged books written by those caught up in social and political circumstances beyond their control. Towards a Prairie Atonement is the fifth title in this series.
Otto & Daria
A Wartime Journey Through No Man's Land

Eric Koch

A memoir of lives cleaved by war and a search for refuge.

Born into an Old World Frankfurt family as “Otto,” Koch fled Nazi Germany for England as a Jewish refugee, only to be interned as an enemy alien. Later sent to Canada, he was once again imprisoned.

A counterpoint to Koch’s recollections are his letters from Daria Hambourg, with whom he corresponded throughout the war. A London girl of bohemian temperament, Daria had unusual literary talents, and a distinguished, but restrictive family. Otto & Daria’s parallel writings tell a universal story of conflict, diaspora, and unrequited love.

Named as a tribute to Saskatchewan’s capital and its rich history of boundary-defying innovation, The Regina Collection builds upon our motto of “a voice for many peoples” with these beautifully packaged books written by those caught up in social and political circumstances beyond their control. Otto & Daria is the fourth title in this series.
Firewater
How Alcohol Is Killing My People (and Yours)
Harold R. Johnson

In a passionate call to action, Harold Johnson, Cree trapper and Crown Prosecutor, examines alcohol—its history, its myths, and its devastating impact on his community.

Confronting what he calls a crime against humanity—one in every two will die an alcohol-related death in northern communities—Johnson refuses to be silent any longer.

Asserting that the “lazy, drunken Indian” story is a root cause of the alcohol problems, Johnson sets out to recast the narrative of his people, urging them to reject this racist description of who they are.

In plain, frank language, Johnson calls on traditional stories, spirituality, and medical research for guidance. He also enlists the support of Indigenous artists and leaders, including contributions from Richard Van Camp and Tracey Lindberg.

Written specifically for the people of Treaty 6, Firewater is relevant to anyone struggling with alcohol.

A graduate of Harvard Law School and the author of six books, Harold R. Johnson is a member of the Montreal Lake Cree Nation and lives in La Ronge, Saskatchewan.
Deadmonton
Crime Stories from Canada's Murder City

Pamela Roth

In 2011, with forty-eight of its citizens coming to a sudden, violent end, Edmonton gained the moniker “Murder Capital of Canada.” And it wasn't the first time the “City of Champions” snagged the title nobody wants to claim. It earned the distinction in 2005. Even in 1938, the city had a higher per capita murder rate than Chicago.

In *Deadmonton*, former *Sun* reporter Pamela Roth takes a look at some of the city’s most notorious murders, both solved and unsolved. With testimony from victims’ relatives, these stories serve as a reminder of the horror that humans are capable of inflicting upon one another, and highlight the pain left in the wake of such crimes. *Deadmonton* also offers a glimpse into the lives of detectives working to bring closure to families and justice to victims.

**Pamela Roth** spent the bulk of her journalistic career covering court and crime in Alberta. She moved to Victoria to work as an editor for the *Victoria News* in 2015.
Citizen
Chapters in the Life of a Western Liberal
Garrett Wilson

“\textit{I was cast as a pariah, at least as far as Pierre Trudeau was concerned, and paid dearly a couple of years later},” says Garrett Wilson in the opening of \textit{Citizen}.

In this candid memoir, Wilson describes more than half a century of history from the perspective of someone who helped shape it. He helped the Liberals win power in Saskatchewan, was a confidant of Premier Ross Thatcher, and served as vice-president of the federal Liberal Party for Western Canada. He cautioned Trudeau’s government that the Party was about to see its support in the West collapse—a warning ignored—and then watched as his beloved Saskatchewan Liberal Party vanished from the political landscape.

A lawyer by trade, he gives an insider’s take on the David Milgaard inquiry (offering a rebuke to Milgaard’s mother for grandstanding) and serves up the dirt on Colin Thatcher’s murder trial, all with the eye of a novelist.

Born during the Depression, Wilson is a tough, outspoken realist whose sharp insights into politics and justice continue to resonate today.

An award-winning author, \textit{Garrett Wilson’s} previous books include \textit{Frontier Farewell}, \textit{Guilty Addictions}, and \textit{Deny, Deny, Deny}.
Re-Orienting China
Travel Writing and Cross-Cultural Understanding

Leilei Chen / 陈蕾蕾

*Re-Orienting China* challenges the notion of the travel writer as “imperialistic,” while exploring the binary opposition of self/other.

Featuring analyses of rarely studied writers on post-1949 China, including Jan Wong, Jock T. Wilson, Peter Hessler, Leslie T. Chang, Hill Gates, and Yi-Fu Tuan, *Re-Orienting China* demonstrates the transformative power of travel, as it changes our preconceived notions of home and abroad.

Drawing on her own experience as a Chinese expat living in Canada, Leilei Chen embraces the possibility of productive cross-border relationships that are critical in today’s globalized world.

“An intriguing contribution to research. Postcolonial studies is in the process of exploring ways to get past the binary opposition of self/other, and books like *Re-Orienting China* are an important part of this project.” Pamela McCallum, *Cultural Memories and Imagined Futures*

“Chen brings an intimate awareness of the internal diversity within China which is too often downplayed or ignored by foreign observers.” Stephen Clark, *Asian Crossings: Travel Writing on China, Japan and Southeast Asia*

Leilei Chen is an instructor of English and Writing Studies at the University of Alberta. Before moving to Canada, she was a professor of English at Jinan University, Guangzhou, China.
Virgin Envy
The Cultural (In)Significance of the Hymen
edited by Jonathan A. Allan, Cristina Santos, and Adriana Spahr

Virgin Envy sets out to reconceive the ways we relate to virginity as a cultural construct. Who is a virgin? How do we lose our virginities? What if we regret our “first time”?

Contributors to Virgin Envy examine everything from the medieval romance to Bollywood films to True Blood and Twilight, to destabilize the many “certainties” about sexual purity. In particular, the hymen is called into question. How is virginity determined for those without a hymen? How do we account for the ways in which the “geography of the hymen” has changed over the course of history? And what about male and queer virginity? Issues of commodification, postcoloniality, and religious diversity are also addressed.

“An ambitious, wide-ranging, and eclectic collection.” Corrinne Harol, Enlightened Virginity in Eighteenth-Century Literature

Jonathan Allan is Canada Research Chair in Queer Theory and Associate Professor of Gender and Women’s Studies and English and Creative Writing at Brandon University. He is the author of Reading from Behind: A Cultural Analysis of the Anus, the first book in the Exquisite Corpse series.

Cristina Santos is Associate Professor at Brock University in St. Catharine’s, Ontario.

Adriana Spahr is Associate Professor of Spanish at MacEwan University in Edmonton, Alberta.

Publishing works from emerging and established scholars, The Exquisite Corpse series challenges readers with questions about the human body that are often left unasked. Virgin Envy is the second book in this series.
mâci-nêhiyawêwin: Beginning Cree

Solomon Ratt, illustrations by Holly Martin

tânisi! With the help of this book, you can learn to speak Cree!

Designed as an introduction for Cree language learners, mâci-nêhiyawêwin: Beginning Cree acts as a self-study aid—a much-needed resource in today’s world where few can speak Cree fluently. Basic grammar units and everyday vocabulary items guide the student through the building blocks of the language, and expansion drills and exercises reinforce lessons and prepare the student for further study. With over 100 illustrations, this text grounds the language in traditional and contemporary contexts.

Solomon Ratt was born in a trapper’s cabin along the banks of the Churchill River. He went to Residential School in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. He attended the University of Regina, graduating with two BAs and a Masters of Arts. He has been teaching the Y-dialect of Cree at First Nations University of Canada (formerly SIFC) since 1986.

Holly Martin is a Swampy Cree artist, originally from Moose Lake First Nation. She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the University of Regina.
Transforming Child Welfare
Interdisciplinary Practices, Field Education, and Research
Edited by H. Monty Montgomery, Dorothy Badry, Don Fuchs, and Daniel Kikulwe, foreword by Brad McKenzie

Canada has among the highest rate of children in foster care in the developed world—a national tragedy that has its roots in poverty, residential schooling, and other forms of colonialism.

Tackling the “wicked” and intransigent problems encountered by social workers, educators, health care workers, and others, Transforming Child Welfare examines systemic issues within the child welfare system, including child abuse, neglect, and FASD. Reflecting on previous strengths, and integrating research and practice, the contributors to this volume provide professionals with best practice solutions that can be applied in different contexts.

H. Monty Montgomery is an assistant professor with the University of Regina Faculty of Social Work in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

Dorothy Badry is an associate professor in the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Calgary.

Don Fuchs is a professor in the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Manitoba and a founding member of the Prairie Child Welfare Consortium.

Daniel Kikulwe is an assistant professor in the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Regina.

A project of the Prairie Child Welfare Consortium, books in the Voices from the Prairies series help to strengthen the child welfare community in Canada by expanding its body of knowledge, as well as fostering renewed investment in resources for healthy children and families.
First Nations Language Readers >>

Nílh Izá Sptákwlhkalh / nílh izá sptákwlhkah / These Are Our Legends
narrated by Lillooet Elders, translated by Jan van Eijk
$24.95 all formats
paper 9780889773967
df 9780889773974
120 pp. / 2015

Ákaitsínikssiistsí / Blackfoot Stories of Old
by Íkkináníhki Lena Heavy Shields Russell and Pitáákkii Inge Genee
$24.95 all formats
paper 9780889773189
df 9780889773318
88 pp. / 2014

Nílhizhaw ácimowina / Woods Cree Stories
by Solomon Ratt
$24.95 all formats
paper 9780889773455
df 9780889773479
138 pp. / 2014

Nënapoš áhtahskewíin / Nënapoš Legends
narrated by Saulteaux Elders, transcribed, translated and edited by Margaret Cote
$19.95 all formats
paper 9780889772199
df 9780889773219
112 pp. / 2011

Native Language Resources >>

Wawiyatácimowina / Funny Little Stories
edited by Arok Wolvengrey
$19.95 all formats
paper 9780889771857
df 9780889771857
110 pp. / 2007

100 Days of Cree
by Neal McLeod
$24.95 all formats
paper 9780889774292
df 9780889774308
304 pp. / 2016

The Decolonizing Poetics of Indigenous Literatures
by Mareike Neuhaus
$29.95 all formats
paper 9780889773905
deb 9780889773929
df 9780889773912
295 pp. / 2015

“That’s Raven Talk” Holophrastic Readings of Contemporary Indigenous Literatures
by Mareike Neuhaus
$34.95 all formats
paper 9780889772335
df 9780889772496
336 pp. / 2011
Native Language Resources

nēhiyawēwin itwēwina / Cree: Words
compiled by Arok Wolvengrey
$69.95 paper
paper 9780889771227
622 pp. / 2001

Cree, Language of the Plains
by Jean Okimâsis
BOOK:
$24.95 paper S
paper 9780889771550
208 pp. / 2004

WORKBOOK:
$29.95 paper S
paper 9780889771222
241 pp. / 1999

kōhkominawak otācimowiniwâwa / Our Grandmothers’ Lives
As Told in Their Own Words
edited by Freda Ahenakew and H.C. Wolfart
$29.95 paper
paper 9780889771185
408 pp. / 1998

Native Themes >>

The Knowledge Seeker
Recovering Indigenous Spirituality
by Blair Stonechild
$32.95 all formats
paper 9780889774179
epub 9780889774193
df 9780889774186
264 pp. / 2016

#IdleNoMore
and the Remaking of Canada
by Ken Coates
$27.95 paper / pdf
$17.99 epub
paper 9780889773424
epub 9780889773431
df 9780889773448
204 pp. / 2015

Children of the Broken Treaty
Canada’s Lost Promise and One Girl’s Dream
by Charlie Angus
$27.95 paper / pdf
$15.99 epub
paper 9780889774018
epub 9780889774049
df 9780889774025
342 pp. / 2015

Metis and the Medicine Line
Creating a Border and Dividing a People
by Michel Hogue
$34.95 all formats
paper 9780889773806
epub 9780889773813
df 9780889773820
352 pp. / 2015
Aboriginal Consultation, Environmental Assessment, and Regulatory Review in Canada
by Kirk N. Lambrecht Q.C.
$34.95 all formats
paper 9780889772984
epub 9780889773264
pdf 9780889772991
208 pp. / 2013

Clearing the Plains
Disease, Politics of Starvation, and the Loss of Aboriginal Life
by James Daschuk
$27.95 paper / pdf
$27.99 epub
paper 9780889773400
epub 9780889772465
dpdf 9780889772977
344 pp. / 2013

The Identities of Marie Rose Delorme Smith
Portrait of a Métis Woman, 1861-1960
by Doris Jeanne MacKinnon
$34.95 paper
paper 9780889772366
208 pp. / 2012

First in Canada
An Aboriginal Book of Days
by Jonathan Anuik
$24.95 casebound
casebound 9780889772403
200 pp. / 2011

Torn from Our Midst
edited by A. Brenda Anderson, Wendee Kubik and Mary Rucklos Hampton
$24.95 paper
paper 978–088977–223–6
DVD included
288 pp. / 2010

“I Thought Pocahontas Was a Movie”
Perspectives on Race/Culture Binaries in Education and Service Professions
edited by Carol Schick and James McNinch
$29.95 paper
paper 9780889772113
240 pp. / 2007

Payepot and His People
by Abel Watetch
$14.95 paper
paper 9780889772014
64 pp. / 2007

The Western Métis
Profile of a People
edited by Patrick C. Douaud
$29.95 paper
paper 9780889771994
328 pp. / 2007
Big Bear
The End of Freedom
by Hugh A. Dempsey
$19.95 paper
paper 9780889771963
227 pp. / 2006

People of the Plains
by Amelia M. Paget
$14.95 paper
paper 9780889771598
78 pp. / 2004

Saskatchewan First Nations
Lives Past and Present
edited by Christian Thompson
$19.95 paper
paper 9780889771611
151 pp. / 2004

First Nations
Race, Class, and Gender Relations
by Terry Wotherspoon and Vic Satzewich
$24.95 paper
paper 9780889771444
311 pp. / 2000

The Assiniboine
by Edwin Thompson Denig
$24.00 paper
paper 9780889771321
290 pp. / 2000

Two Months in the Camp of Big Bear
by Theresa Delaney and Theresa Gowanlock
$19.95 paper
paper 9780889771079
78 pp. / 1999

The Plains Cree
An Ethnographic, Historical, and Comparative Study
by David G. Mandelbaum
$24.00 paper
paper 9780889770133
400 pp. / 1979

Holy War
Cowboys, Indians, and 9/11s
by Mark Cronlund Anderson
$27.95 all formats
paper 9780889774148
epub 9780889774162
pdf 9780889774155
336 pp. / 2016

<< Native Themes
<< History >>
On the Frontier
Letters from the Canadian West in the 1880s
by William Wallace
edited by Ken S. Coates and Bill Morrison
$29.95 paper / $17.95 epub
paper 9780889774087
epub 9780889774100
dorf 9780889774094
350 pp. / 2015

Rogues and Rebels
Unforgettable Characters from Canada’s West
by Brian Brennan
$19.95 paper/pdf
$12.95 epub
paper 9780889773981
epub 9780889774001
344 pp. / 2015

Women’s History
History of the Prairie West Series Volume 5
edited by Wendee Kubik and Gregory P. Marchildon
$34.95 all formats
paper 9780889773127
epub 9780889773110
dorf 9780889773225
500 pp. / 2014

Business & Industry
History of the Prairie West Series 4
edited by Gregory P. Marchildon
$59.95 cloth
cloth 9780889772380
381 pp. / 2012

Agricultural History
History of the Prairie West Series 3
edited by Gregory P. Marchildon
$59.95 cloth
cloth 9780889772373
410 pp. / 2011

Immigration and Settlement, 1870–1939
History of the Prairie West Series 2
edited by Gregory P. Marchildon
$59.95 cloth
cloth 9780889772304
608 pp. / 2009

The Early Northwest
History of the Prairie West Series 1
edited by Gregory P. Marchildon
$59.95 cloth
cloth 9780889772076
504 pp. / 2008

Frontier Farewell
The 1870s and the End of the Old West
new edition
by Garrett Wilson
$34.95 paper / pdf
$18.99 epub
paper 9780889773615
epub 9780889773622
dorf 9780889773639
525 pp. / 2014
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBNs</th>
<th>Pages / Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inside the Ark</td>
<td>Yossi Katz and John Lehr</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>9780889773585, 9780889773608</td>
<td>500 / 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Trader</td>
<td>H.S.M. Kemp with an introduction by Robert H. Cockburn</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
<td>9780889773165, 9780889773158, 9780889773288</td>
<td>255 / 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Family's War</td>
<td>Rollie Bourassa with an introduction by Will Chabun</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td>9780889773202, 9780889773233</td>
<td>604 / 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settling Saskatchewan</td>
<td>Alan B. Anderson</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>9780889772847, 9780889772854, 9780889772888</td>
<td>496 / 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privilege and Policy</td>
<td>Stan Rands</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td>9780889772908</td>
<td>176 / 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm of the Century</td>
<td>Sandra Bingaman with a foreword by Pat Fiacco</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>9780889772489</td>
<td>120 / 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina's Secret Spaces</td>
<td>Lorne Beug, Anne Campbell, and Jennie Mah</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td>9780889772007</td>
<td>206 / 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canoeing the Churchill</td>
<td>Gregory P. Marchildon and Sid Robinson</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td>9780889771482, 9780889773868</td>
<td>512 / 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BACKLIST

... Nature >>

Paddling Routes of North-Central Saskatchewan
by Gregory P. Marchildon and Carl Anderson
$24.95 paper
paper 9780889773042
128 pp. / 2014

620 Wild Plants of North America
Fully Illustrated
by Tom Reaume
NEW PRICE
$29.95 casebound
casebound 9780889772144
784 pp. / 2009

A User’s Guide to Saskatchewan Parks
by Michael Clancy and Anna Clancy
$24.95 paper
paper 9780889771987
443 pp. / 2006

Fishing Saskatchewan
An Angler’s Guide to Provincial Waters
by Michael Snook
$19.95 paper
paper 9780889771666
249 pp. / 2004

<< Nature

Water and Wetland Plants of the Prairie Provinces
by Heinjo Lahrting
$34.95 paper
paper 9780889771628
326 pp. / 2003

The Ecoregions of Saskatchewan
by D. Acton, G. Padbury and C. Stushnoff
$18.00 paper
paper 9780889770973
205 pp. / 1998

Inside The Mental Silence, Stigma, Psychiatry, and LSD
by Kay Parley
$24.95 paper / pdf
$12.95 epub
paper 9780889774117
epub 9780889774131
dpdf 9780889774124
200 pp. / 2016

The Education of Augie Merasty
A Residential School Memoir
by Joseph A. Merasty and David Carpenter
$21.95 cloth / pdf
$14.99 epub
cloth 9780889773684
epub 9780889773707
dpdf 9780889773691
120 pp. / 2015

Biography / Memoir >>
Time Will Say Nothing
A Philosopher Survives an Iranian Prison
by Ramin Jahanbegloo
$27.95 cloth / pdf
$17.99 epub
cloth 9780889773028
epub 9780889773035
df 9780889773417
255 pp. / 2014

The Suprising Lives of Small-Town Doctors
edited by Dr. Paul Dillon
$21.95 paper / pdf
$11.95 epub
dpaper 9780889774315
epub 9780889774339
df 9780889774322
240 pp. / 2014

Fists upon a Star
A Memoir of Love, Theatre, and Escape from McCarthyism
by Florence Bean James, with Jean Freeman
$27.95 paper/pdf
$29.95 cloth
$17.99 epub
cloth 9780889772601
dpaper 9780889774070
epub 9780889773196
df 9780889772618
360 pp. / 2015

Sons and Mothers
Stories from Mennonite Men
edited by Mary Ann Loewen
$19.95 paper / pdf
$11.95 epub
dpaper 9780889774032
epub 9780889774070
df 9780889774056
180 pp. / 2015

In the Temple of the Rain God
The Life and Times of “Irish” Charlie Wilson
by Garrett Wilson
$29.95 paper
dpaper 9780889772885
248 pp. / 2012

Saskatchewan Agriculture
Lives Past and Present
edited by Lisa Dale-Burnett
$19.95 paper
dpaper 9780889771697
205 pp. / 2006

Saskatchewan Politicians
Lives Past and Present
edited by Brett Quiring
$19.95 paper
dpaper 9780889771659
249 pp. / 2004

Saskatchewan Writers
Lives Past and Present
edited by Heather Hodgson
$19.95 paper
dpaper 9780889771635
247 pp. / 2004
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Doctor Rode Side-Saddle</strong></td>
<td>Ruth M. Buck</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td>9780889771604</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free Knowledge</strong></td>
<td>Patricia W. Elliott and Daryl H. Hepting</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td>9780889773653</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disengaged? Fixed Date, Democracy, and Understanding the 2011 Manitoba Election</strong></td>
<td>Andrea D. Rounce and Jared J. Wesley</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td>9780889773554</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Directions in Saskatchewan Public Policy</strong></td>
<td>David P. McGrane</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td>9780889772564</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong><del>30</del>: Thirty Years of Journalism and Democracy in Canada</strong></td>
<td>Mitch Diamantopoulos</td>
<td>cloth</td>
<td>9780889772250</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journeys in Community-Based Research</strong></td>
<td>Bonnie Jeffery, Isobel M. Findlay, Diane Martz, and Louise Clarke</td>
<td>cloth</td>
<td>9780889773066</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overlooking Saskatchewan</strong></td>
<td>Randal Rogers and Christine Ramsay</td>
<td>paper</td>
<td>9780889772922</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Out Spoken Perspectives on Queer Identities</strong></td>
<td>Wes D. Pearce and Jean Hillabold</td>
<td>paper</td>
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